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Noun phrase and noun clause worksheet

About this worksheet: This clause sheet instructs the student to emphasize the noun clause in each sentence. A noun clause is a child clause used as a noun. Noun clauses are entered in the following words; if, what, whatever, when, where, or, depending on who, whom, whose, why, etc.. This clause sheet contains good practice in finding noun clauses in the context of a sentence. This sheet is suitable for 6th grade, 7th class, and 8th grade. Noun phrases (grouping a set of words to act as a single noun) are one of the stones of key academic writings. A noun phrase makes the meaning of a noun more
precise than words immediately before (pre-modifying words) or after (after modification) it. Two types: Pre-modifying words are articles, quantifiers, adjectives, and nouns. The words after modification are prepositional phrases and noun clauses. All, both, everyone, many, many, some, few, little, or, or, none, each choose the right quantifier: and. Each/every building is surrounded by a high security fence. ii. Each/both/many proposed bills have been rejected by the public. ANSWERS: i. each / ii. both more exercises on the worksheet... Identify the adjective + noun: Example: Small-scale experiment = smallscale experiment I. Long-term unemployment can affect a person's mental health.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Long-term unemployment / ii. Performance-led pay more exercises on the worksheet ... Identify noun+ noun form: Example:Shale gas = shale gas and. Systems used for defense:
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
account manager More exercises in worksheet... Put in the correct preposition: Example: Public protests can sometimes lead to a change in the law. i. The majority of participants expressed preference_________ conservative electoral system. ii. Sustainability corporate basis________ of the future. ANSWERS: i. preferences for /ii. basis for more exercises on the worksheet... Noun clause: noun [fact] + is + noun Expression Fact [noun] that the query raises many serious problems [noun expression] should not surprise anyone. Put the underlined words in the right order: 0. Wilson (2019) has hypothesized
Mars has criticized that it is able to sustain life. ___ Wilson (2019) criticized the hypothesis that Mars is able to maintain life._____ and. Smith (2018) argues that the problems with the data system are contradictory. Conflicting. ANSWERS: I. Smith (2018) is against the idea that there are problems with the data system More exercises on the worksheet... argument / announcement / assumption / belief / conclusion / disposition / doubts / fact / effect / idea / possibility / proposal / view / warning / This sheet helps consolidate what is consistency with the emphasis on pronouns, word forms and summary nouns.
It also contains a consistency sheet on key connections and two practical steps [website]. Example level: ***** [B2/C1] TEACHER MEMBERSHIP This worksheet explains key parallelism notions and provides error correction exercises to practice key notions. Being aware of this element of writing really helps to establish unity and readability in the structure of sentences [website]. Level: ***** [B1/B2/C1] Download Introduction to nominalization. This worksheet shows the basics of nominalization, the practice of changing verbs to nouns, and includes three exercises from conducted to free practice. Good
writing practice with a lot of challenges for all levels.. Level ***** [B1/B2/C1] Example / TEACHER MEMBERSHIP I'm looking for an easy way to get to know the new basic English grammar and composition for class 7 answers, solutions. You need to learn basic English grammar topics such as verb verbs, nouns, etc... In this article, we will review the best English Grammer Themes and compare them with each other. The noun expression and noun clause Exercises for Class 7 of the CBSE PdfNature Clause (or independent) is a clause that expresses full thought and can become a sentence. However, the
child (or dependent) clauses cannot stand alone and are further divided into three types, the noun expression Adjective PhraseAdverb PhraseNoun Phrase: A phrase that acts as a noun in a sentence is called a noun phrase. It consists of a noun and other words that give information about the noun. He answers the question of what and who. You can replace a noun phrase with a pronoun. Examples: Coffee – table books looked beautiful. (noun: coffee – table books) I like to swim. (noun: swimming) Mona met with the newly appointed head. (noun: newly appointed boss) Note that the noun phrase must have
a noun. Noun clause: A clause that tells you what someone is saying or doing. It can also be the object of a verb. A noun clause is a dependent clause that acts as a noun. To identify a noun clause in a sentence, we may ask what after the verb. Noun clauses begin with words such as, like, what, whatever, when, where, or, depending on who, who, whom, whom, and why. Noun clauses can act as objects, direct objects, intermediate objects. Clauses as direct objects: Examples:They know what my name is. I noticed where they were going. Noun clauses as a topic: ExamplesWhat she does is Known. What
you said is not clear. Where he lives is not taken into account. Noun clauses as intermediate object: Examples:I will do everything to get good ratings. Nancy will be who will find a handbag for her. Noun expression vs. noun clause Examples No one knows when it will come. (Noun clause) No one knows when it's coming. (Noun phrase) She heard that he had succeeded. (Noun clause) She heard about his success. (Noun phrase) They will never know why he succeeded. (Noun clause) They will never know the reason for its success. (Noun phrase) The law will punish anyone who is guilty. (Noun clause)
The law will punish the guilty. (Noun) Her friends want to know where she lives. (Noun clause) Her friends want to know where she live. (Noun) Sharpness: The noun clause can be supplemented by the verb be. For example, why she worked so late is something we need to figure out a noun clause can sometimes be placed first in a sentence for emphasis. For example, how we will deal with this problem is a question. Presentation: Read the history of the image. Noun sentence and noun clause Worksheet for CLASS 7 CBSEA. Underline noun phrases in the following sentences. 1. He wanted to talk to his
supervisor. 2. Bad man loves to get poor people into trouble, 3. The poor wanted to repay every penny owed to him. 4. Hates to punish his children. 5. Horses prefer to live in dark stables. 6. I will never do such a thing. 7. Have you ever tried to climb a tree? 8. He refused to answer my question. 9. He promised me something. 10. Why do you want to meet him?B. In each of the following sentences, the words in ital italic replace the corresponding noun clauses.1. No one can guess the time of his arrival. ___________________________________________ 2. I anticipate a change in weather
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________ 4. No one knows the reason for its failure. ___________________________________________ 5. A jury found the man guilty. ___________________________________________ 6. Doctors expect his health to improve. ___________________________________________ 7. I know he's trustworthy. ___________________________________________ 8. He pleaded guilty. ___________________________________________ 9. I hope I'll be there on time. ___________________________________________ 10. He's confident of winning.
___________________________________________ 11. He seems to be a spy. ___________________________________________ 12. His arrival was completely unexpected. Combine the following sentences with noun clauses.1. I do not know. What is a battery? ___________________________________________ 2. My brother doesn't know. How tall is he? ___________________________________________ 3. I'm not sure. On which chapter are we located? Find? 4. Scientists say. They will treat cancer. ___________________________________________ 5. Who is she? No one knows.
___________________________________________ 6. Can you tell me? Where is the bookstore? ___________________________________________ 7. Remember? How long have we stayed in Qatar? ___________________________________________ 8. Please tell us... What did you hear? ___________________________________________D. Follow these sentences by adding the corresponding noun clauses. The first one was made for you1. I can't understand why she's angry with me. 2. They said
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ I think
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ He told me
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ it hurts me. _______________________. 6. You can eat
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Can you guess ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ I feel a

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ I don't know
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ No one knows
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ It can also act as a preposition object. Identify noun clauses in the following sentences. 1. I was wondering what he was doing there. 2. He replied that he would come. 3. She asked if I could help her. 4. This
honesty is the best policy, it is a well-known fact. 5. I expected to get my first prize. 6. Do you know why it's late? 7. I don't know what he wants. 8. Pay special attention to what I say. 9. The fact that she should forget about me so quickly hurts me. 10. The fact that you should behave in this way is strange. Answers 1. I wondered what he was doing there. (Here the noun clause acts as the object of the verb wondered.) 2. He replied that he would come. (At this point, the noun clause acts as the object of the verb answered.) 3. She asked if I could help her. (In this case, the noun clause acts as the object of
the requested verb.) 4. This honesty is the best policy, it is a well-known fact. (In this case, the noun clause acts as the object of the verb.) 5. I expected to get my first prize. (Here, the noun clause acts as the object of the expected verb.) 6. Do you know why it's late? (Here the noun clause acts as the object of the verb to know.) 7. I don't know what he wants. (Here, the noun clause as the object of the verb to know.) 8. Pay special attention to what I say. (Here, the noun clause acts as a preposition object to.) 9. The fact that she should forget about me so quickly hurts me. (Here the noun clause acts as the
object of the verb hurts.) 10. The fact that you should behave in this way is strange. (In this case, the noun clause acts as the object of the verb.) is.) is.)
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